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Abstract. A subsemigroup S of a free semigroup F(Z) is almost-free if there is a free subsemi- 
group T such that S c T c F(2;) and TkS is finite. It is shown that it is decidable whether asub- 
semigroup generated by a regular subset of F(Z)  is almost-free. Sufficient conditions are given 
such that if a family F of subsets o fF (Z)  satisfies these conditions, then it is undecidable for 
L ~/ :  whether the subsemigroup generated by L is free and also whether it is almost-free. 
It is well known that a subsemigroup of a free semigroup need not 
be free (as opposed to the situation for groups). Several characteriza- 
tions of free subsemigroups are known [5], and it is decidable whether 
a finitely generated subsemigroup is free [ 1 ; 6; 7; 12]. Further, Brzo- 
zowski [3] has noted that the algorithms of Even [6; 7] can be used to 
determine whether a subsemigroup generated by a regular set (a set ac- 
cepted by a finite-state automaton [ 101 ) is free. (This fact is also used 
in [21 .) 
In this paper, we consider the notion of an "almost-free" subsemi- 
group: a subsemigroup S is almost-free if there is a free subsemigroup 
T such that S c_ T and T\S  is finite. First we show that it is decidable 
whether a subsemigroup generated by a regular set is almost-free (Theo- 
rem 3.1). Then we state conditions on a family of subsets of a free se- 
migroup such that the questions of whether the subsemigroup generat- 
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ed by a set in that family is free or whether it is almost-free are both 
undecidable (Theorem 3.2). As a corollary it is seen that these ques- 
tions are undecidable for the context-free subsets of a free semigroup. 
First, we review some definitions and basic results about free semi- 
groups. 
Let E be a finite set of symbols and F(N) the free semigroup without 
identity generated by Y, (under concatenation). For X, Y c F (N) ,  let 
XY = (xyl  x ~ X, y ~ Y}, X 1 = X,  and for i > O, X i+1 = X iX  and X + = 
U~=IXi, so X + = {x 1 ... x n I n > 1, each xi ~ X}. ThenX + is the sub- 
semigroup of F(Y,) generated by X. 
I fS  is any subsemigroup o fF (E ) ,  then a set A c F(E)  is agenerator 
of S i fA + = S. If A c F(E)  is a generator for S and for every y e S, 
there is a unique sequence a 1 . . . . .  a n ~ A such that y = a 1 . . .  an ,  then 
S is f ree on A. A subsemigroup S of F(E)  is a free subsemigroup if there 
is some generator A such that S is free on A. A subsemigroup S of F(E)  
is almost-free if there exists a free subsemigroup T of F(E) such that 
S c T and T\S  is finite. 
I fS  is a subsemigroup o fF (E ) ,  let S I = S\S  2 . Then S I is a generator 
of S, and i fA generates S, then S Ic  A [4; 3]. Further, S is a free sub- 
semigroup if and only i fS  is free on S t [4;3]. 
A set A c F(E)  may be thought of as a variable length code. In this 
case, A + is its message set, and A is uniquely decipherable i fA + is free 
on A, i.e., A + is free and (A+)I = A (see [6; 7; 12] ). Thus, A + is almost- 
free if one can obtain the message set of some uniquely decipherable 
code B by adding some finite set K of messages to A + so that B + = 
A+uK.  
It should be noted that a free semigroup essentially has no structure. 
Hence many results on free semigroup and their subsemigroups depend 
on arguments involving lengths of words or decompositions or "parsings" 
of words. Thus the arguments are combinatf)rial rather than algebraic. 
See [1;3;6; 12] for examples. 
We conclude this section by stating a useful corollary of Theorem 2 
of [51. 
I,emma 1.1. Let  E be a f in i te set o f  symbols.  I f  S is a free subsemigroup 
o fF (E ) ,  then for  any w ~ F (E)  and any integer n >_ 1, w n E S and 
w n+l E S imply  w ~ S. ! 
1 For  any  x ~ F (~; ) ,  x 1 = x and  x n+ l = xnx. 
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The not ion of  an almost-free subsemigroup arose from examining 
some elementary examples. Let Z = {a } so that F (Z)  = {a n I n >_ 1}. 
The set {a 2, a3]: generates the subsemigroup S = {an l n > 2} and 
F(Z) \S  = {a}, so that S is an~ almost-free subsemigroup of  F (Z) .  
We consider some propert ies o f  almost-free subsemigroups of a free 
semigroup. Hencefor th  assume that Z is a finite set o f  symbols. 
Lemma 2.1. I f  S and Tare semigroups o fF (Z) ,  T is a free subsemi- 
group, and S A T is f inite, then S c_ T and S is almost-free. 2 
Proof. I f  S A T is finite, then there exist finite sets K and L such that 
SuK= TuL  andSn K = TnL  = KnL  = 0. I fw~L c Su  K, 
then w ~ S since K n L = ¢1. Since S is a subsemigroup of  F (Z) ,  
{wnl n > 1} c S c_ T u L. Since L is finite, there is an m >_ 1 such that 
{wm +n I n > 0} c_ T; in particular, w m , w m +1 e T so that w ~ T by 
Lemma 1.1, contradict ing T n L = ¢). Hence, L = ~ so that S c T and 
T\S  = K is finite. 
The proof  of  Lemma 2.1 shows that if  S and T are subsemigroups of
F (Z) ,  T is free, and T n S ~ ~), then either S c_ T or S\T  is infinite. 
It should be noted that if S is almost-free, then there is a unique 
finite set K such that S n K = ~ and S u K is a free subsemigroup of  
F (Z) .  [For  suppose K 1 and K 2 are finite sets such that S n K 1 -- 
S n K 2 -- ~) and that S u K 1 and S u K 2 are both free subsemigroups 
o fF (E ) .  If  w ~ K 2 \K1 ,  then {wnl n >_ 1} c__ S u K 2 so for some 
m >_ 1, {w m +n I n > 0} c_ S c_ S w K 1 . Thus by Lemma 1.1, we  S u K 1 . 
Since w e K 2 and S n K 2 = 0, w (¢ S and so w ~ K 1 , contrary to the 
choice o fw E K 2 \K  1.] 
Lemma 2.2. Let  S and T be subsemigroups o fF (E ) .  Suppose T is free, 
S is almost-free, and K is a f inite set such that S u K = Tand S n K = 0. 
Then: 
(i) i f  w E F(Z)  has max imum length in K, then w ~ S but  w 2 e Sand 
w 3 ~ S; 3 
2 HereS zX T = (S\T) u (T \S ) .  
3 For any wEF(Z) ,  Iwl is the length of w, i.e., for a I . . . . .  a n E Y., lal.., anl = n.  
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(ii) i f  w e F(N)  is such that w ~ S but w 2 E Sand w 3 e S, then 
wEK.  
Proof.  I f  w e F (~)  has maximum length in K, then w 2, w 3 ~ K. But 
weKc  Tso  {w n ln> 1} C__T. Thusw 2 ,w 3 e T =SUK,sothat  
(i) is established. F rom Lemma 1.1, if w 2, w 3 e S c__ T, then w e T = 
S u K. I f  w ~ S, then w e K so that (ii) is established. 
Corollary 2.3. Let S and T be subsemigroups o fF (E ) .  Suppose that T 
is free, S is almost-free, S c_ T, and T \S  is finite. Then there exists an 
integer m > 0 such that R = {w E TI Iwl > m } is a subsemigroup o f  S 
and S \R  is finite. 
Proof. Let K= T\S  so thatS  u K= TandS n K= 0. I fS  = Tand K = 0, 
let m = 0 and R = T. Otherwise, let m = 1 + max { Iwl Iw e K}. Clearly, 
R = {w e TI twl > m} is a subsemigroup of  S since w e R implies 
w e T \K .  Since R c__ S c T and T\R  = {w E TI Iwl < m} is finite, S\R  
is finite. 
Proposit ion 2.4. A subsemigroup S o fF (Z)  is almost-free if and only if  
there exist semigroups R and T of  F (Z)  such that T is free, R c_ S c T, 
T \R  is finite, and R is a two-sided ideal o f  T. 
Proof. This follows f rom the Corollary 2.3 and from the observation 
that such an R is a two-sided ideal. 
Note that in Proposit ion 2.4, the Rees quot ient  T/R is finite and Pro- 
posit ion 2.4 may be restated in that way; Also, it is clear that if 
T is free, then there exist almost-free-subsemlgfoups R1, R2,  ... such that 
T~RI~R2~ .... 
From Lemma 2.2 one obtains a strategy for determining whether  a 
subsemigroup S of  F(~;) is almost-free: 
(i) Given S, determine whether or not B = (w e F (2 )  I w ~ S and 
w 2 e S and w 3 ~ S} is finite. I fB  is infinite, then S is almost free. 
(ii) I fB  is finite, calculate m = max {Iwl Iw e B}. For  each set 
A c_ F(Y-) such that m = max {Iw[ Iw e A}, determine whether  or not 
S u A is a free subsemigroup of  F (Z) ,  i.e., whether (S u A) + = S u A 
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(so that S u A is a semigroup) and, if so, whether S u A is free on 
(s u 
This is the approach used in the next section to establish Theorem 
3.1. 
The purpose of this section is to establish the following theorem. 
Theorem 3.1. For any finite set 1; o f  symbols, the question "is L + almost- 
free? '" is decidable for any regular set L c__ F(1;). 
First, we review the definition of finite-state acceptor and regular 
sets. (See [9; 10] for facts about finite-state acceptors and regular sets.) 
Afinite-state acceptor with input alphabet 1; is a quadruple M = 
(K, 6, qo, F), where K is finite set of states, q0 ~ K is a distinguished 
initial state, F c_ K is a set of accepting states, and 6 : K X 1; -+ K is the 
transition function. The transition function is extended to 6: K× 1;+ -+ K
by ~(q, a) = 6(q,a) and 6(q, wa) = 6(6(q, w),a) forq  e K, w ~ 1;+, 
a ~ 1;. The set L (M) of strings accepted by M is (w ~ I; + t 6(qo, w) e F}. 
A set L c F(1;) is regular if and only if there is a finite-state acceptor 
M such that L(M) = L. 4 
The following facts about regular sets and finite-state acceptors are 
well known [t 0] : 
(i) The regular subsets of F(N)  form the smallest class of subsets of 
F(1;) containing the finite subsets and closed under union, +, and prod- 
duct (the product of X and Y is XY) .  Also, the regular subsets of F(N) 
form a Boolean algebra. 
(ii) Given a finite-state acceptor M, it is decidable whether L (M) = ¢ 
and whether L(M) is finite. If L(M) is finite, then the longest element 
of L(M) has length bounded by the number of states in M. 
Lemma 3.2. I fM  is a finite-state acceptor, then L 0 = {wl w ~ L (M), 
w 2 ~ L (M), and w 3 ~ L (M)} is regular. 
4 Usually one considers F(Z) u {e} where e is the empty word so that F(2) u {e} has an iden- 
tity, e. A regular subset o fF (2 )  o {e} can contain e. Adding the empty word would not alter 
the results in this paper but would complicate certain arguments. 
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Proof. Let M = (K, 8, qo, F) be a finite-state acceptor with input alpha- 
bet 2;. Define 
by 
X: (K× KX K)X 2;-+ (KX KX K) 
X((p, q, r), a) = (6(p, a), 6(q, a), 6(r, a) ) 
for everyp,  q, re  K,a ~ 2;. For each ql,  q2 E K, let 
Mql,q 2 = (K  × K X K, X, (qo, q l ,  q2), Fql,q2),  
where Fqa,qz = ( (q l ,  q2, r)l r e F}. It is clear that w ~ L(Mq~,q 2) if and 
only if in M, 
-8(qo, w) = ql , 
8(qo, w2) = 6(6(q0, w), w) = 6(ql, w) =q2, 
~-(q0, W3) = 6 (5(q0, W2), W) = ~(q2, W) E F. 
Hence, w ~ L 0 if and only if 
w E O (L(Mqa,q2)l ql ~ K \F ,  q2 ~ F} .  
Since each L(Mql,q 2 ) is regular and K is finite, this means that L 0 is 
regular. 
Proof of Theorem 3.1. We follow the procedure sketched in Section 2. 
Given a regular set L, consider any finite-state acceptor M 1 such that 
L(M a ) = L. Using this methods of [ 10], one can construct a finite- 
state acceptor M 2 such that L(M 2) = (L(M 1 ))+ = L ÷ . Using the methods 
of Lemma 3.2 and [10], one can construct a finite-state acceptor M 3 
such that L(M3) = {wl w q~L + , w 2 E L + , and w 3 ~ L+}. I f L (M 3) is 
infinite, then L + is not almost-free (by Lemma 2.2). I fL(M 3 ) is finite, 
then its longest element has length bounded by the number m of states 
inM 3 . Thus consider each setA c_ F(Y~) such that m = max {iwl [w~A}.  
By Lemma 2.2, L + is almost-free if and only i fL  + u A is free for some 
such A. Since L + is regular and A is finite (and thus regular), by methods 
of [ 10] we can decide whether L + u A is a semigroup, i.e., whether 
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L + u A = (L + uA)  +. For  any A such that L + u A is a semigroup, the 
methods of  Even [6; 7] can be used to determine whether L + u A is free 
on (L+u A)I . 
4 
In this section it is shown that under  certain condit ions it is undecid- 
able whether a subsemigroup is free or almost-free. The results are 
stated in the fol lowing theorem. 
Theorem 4.1. Let ~ be a set with at least two elements. Let F be a col- 
lection of  infinite subsets o fF (Z)  such that: (i) F is closed under union, 
product, product with the singleton subsets o fF (Z) ,  and one-to-one 
homomorphisms h: F(E)  -+ F(E),  and (ii) the question "is L 1 n L 2 =~)?" 
is undecidable for L 1, L2 E F. Then each of  the following questions is 
undecidable for sets L ~ F : 
(a) Is L + free on L? 
(b) Is L + free? 
(c) Is L + almost-free? 
Proof. Let {a, b} q Z, a 4: b, and let E = {o 1 ..... ot}. Let h: F (Z)  -+ 
(a, b) + be the homomorph ism determined by defining h(a i )  = aib 
for i = 1, ..., t. Since h is one-to-one, for any L1, L 2 c_ F (E ) ,  
L 1 n L 2 = 0 if and only i fh [L  11 n h[L2]  = ~). Also, for any L c F (Z) ,  
L + is free (almost-free) if and only if h [L + ] = (h [L ] )+ is free (almost- 
free). Thus it is sufficient to consider just those sets L 1 , L 2 ~ F such 
thatL  1, L 2 c_ {aibl l< i<t}  +. 
LetL  =L  1 {b 2} L 1 {b a} u L 1 {b 2} L2{b2}L1 {b2}. Then (L+)I =L, 
since L 1, L 2 c_ {aibl 1 < i < t} + . Further,  L + is free on L if and only if 
L 1 n L 2 = 0. [For  i fw  ~ L 1 n L2,  then (wb2) 6 @ (L 1 {b 2} L 1 {b 2} )3 
and (wb2) 6 E (L 1 {b 2} L 2 {b 2} L 1 {b2}) 2 , so that L + is not free on L. 
I f L  1 n L 2 = ~, then each w ~ L + has a unique "parsing" in L determin- 
ed by the occurrences of  b 2 .] Thus (a) and (b) are established. 
To establish (c), it is suff icient o show that L + is almost-free if and 
only i f L  1 n L 2 = 0. I f  L1 n L 2 = g~, thenL  ÷ is free and hence almost- 
free. Suppose L 1 n L 2 4= 0- I f L  ÷ is almost-free, then there is a finite 
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set K and a free subsemigroup T such that L + u K = T and L + n K = 0. 
I fw  e L 1 n L2, then (wb2) 2 @ L 1 {b 2} L2(b 2} c_ L ~ Tand (wb2) 3 
L1 {b 2} L2.{b 2} L 1 {b 2} c_ L ~ T, so that wb 2 ~ Tby  Lemma 1.1. 
ButL  + C_Un= 2 ({aibl 1 <i<t}  + {b2}) n sowb 2~L +.Thuswb 2
e T\L + = K. Hence, (L 1 n L2) {b 2} c K. Since Kis  finite, this im- 
plies that L 1 n L 2 is finite. 
By hypothesis, L 1 ~ F implies that L 1 is infinite, so that L 1 c~ L 2 finite 
implies L 1 ~ L 2. Thus L' = L 1 {b 2 } L 1 {b 2 } (L 1 ('/L2) {b 2} 
~- L 1 {b 2} L 2 {b 2} L 1 {b 2} , and so L' ~ L + since 
L 1 {b 2} L 2 {b 2} L 1 {b 2} = L + n ({aibl 1 < i < t} + {b 2} )3. But 
L l{b 2} L l{b 2} cLc  Tand(L  1 nL2)  {b 2} CKc  TsothatL '= 
L l{b  2} L 1 {b 2} (L 1 n L2) {b 2} c T. HenceL 'C  T\L + =K. ButL  1 
infinite implies L' infinite, contradicting the finiteness of K. Thus, 
L 1 nL  2 =0.  
There are several different collections F of subsets of F(2;) which 
meet the conditions pecified in the hypothesis of Theorem 4.1 : (i) the 
collection of all infinite subsets of F(N);  (ii) the collection of all in- 
finite recursively enumerable subsets of F(N);  (iii) the collection of all 
infinite recursive subsets of F(N);  (iv) the collection of all infinite con- 
text-sensitive subsets of F(Y,);(v) the collection of all infinite context- 
free subsets of F (£ ) ;  (vi) the collection of all infinite nondeterministic 
1-counter subsets o fF (N) .  See [8;9; 11]. 
Theorem 4.1 can be modified to allow F to posses finite subsets of 
F(N) as long as it is decidable whether or not a member of Fis finite 
and if it is finite, its elements can be effectively enumerated. This yields 
the following corollary. 
Corollary 4.2. Let ~ be a finite set of  symbols and let F be the family 
o f  context-free subsets (or nondeterministic 1-counter subsets) of  F(N). 
Then each of  the following questions is undecidable for sets L ~ F: 
(a) Is L + free on L? 
(b) Is L + free? 
(c) Is L + ahnost-free? 
It should be noted that the question of whether or not a context- 
free language is free is independent of the question of whether or not 
it is ambiguous. 
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